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The main purpose of this paper is to investigate high dimensional limiting 
behaviors, as m becomes infinite (m+ co), of matrix statistics on the Stiefel 
mamfold Vk.,,, which consists of m x k (m 3 k) matrices X such that x’X= I,. The 
results extend those of Watson. Let X be a random matrix on Vk,,,. We present a 
matrix decomposition of X as the sum of mutually orthogonal singular value 
decompositions of the projections P,-X and P,,X, where ^Y and Yl are each a 
subspace of R” of dimension p and their orthogonal compliment, respectively 
(p 3 k and m Z k + p). Based on this decomposition of X, the invariant measure on 
V 
S%e 
is expressed as the product of the measures on the component subspaces. 
distributions related to these decompositions are obtained for some popula- 
tion distributions on Vk.,,. We show the limiting normalities, as m + 00, of some 
matrix statistics derived from the uniform distribution and the distributions having 
densities of the general forms f(P,X) and f(m”2P,,X) on V,,,. Subsequently, 
applications of these high dimensional limit theorems are considered in some testing 
problems. 0 1991 Academic Press, inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
We consider the Stiefel manifold Vk,,, whose elements are m x k (m 2 k) 
matrices X such that X’X= Z,, the kx k identity matrix. For k=m, the 
Stiefel manifold is the orthogonal group O(m). Statistical problems of 
analyzing data on Stiefel manifolds arise in practice (see, e.g., Downs [8] 
and Jupp and Mardia [ 133). 
The invariant measure on V,,, is given by the differential form 
m-k k 
(X’dX)e r\:XjdXi A A Xi+jdXi, 
icj j=l i=l 
(1.1) 
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in terms of the exterior products (A), where we choose an m x (m-k) 
matrix X, such that 
(X:X,)=(x, ...xk:xk+l...x,)EO(m), (1.2) 
and dx is an m x 1 vector of differentials. See, e.g., Muirhead [ 161 for the 
use of exterior products. The volume of I’,,, is 
w(k, m) = 1 (X’ dX) = 2knk”‘2/rk(m/2), (1.3) 
Vk,ltl 
where r,(a) = rrkck- ‘j/4 I-I:= 1 r(a - (i - 1)/2). Let [dX] denote the nor- 
malized invariant measure (=(X’ dX)/w(k, m)) of unit mass on vk,,. 
A detailed discussion of manifolds may be found in James [lo] and 
Farrell [9, Chaps. 6-81. 
There exists an extensive literature in the statistical analysis of direc- 
tional statistics on circles, spheres, and, in general, hyperspheres, i.e., for 
k= 1. See Mardia [15], Watson [ 181, and many other articles. For 
general k > 1, some authors have been discussing distribution theory and 
inference of orientational statistics on Stiefel manifolds; the references may 
be found in Chikuse [3]. 
We may be interested in methods when the dimension m becomes infinite 
(m + co). Watson [lS, Sect. 2.7; 191) discusses some problems in high 
dimensional limiting distribution theory for the uniform and some non- 
uniform population distributions on the hypersphere (i.e., for k = 1). Some 
of those on the Stiefel manifold (i.e., for general k > 1) are also considered 
by Watson [19]. 
Our main purpose for this paper is to investigate high dimensional 
limiting behaviors, as m + co, of matrix statistics on the Stiefel manifold 
V km. First, Section 2 is concerned with multivariate techniques on vk,,, 
which are basic for the derivation of the results obtained in later sections. 
Let V be a subspace of the m-dimensional Euclidean space R” of dimension 
p and Vi be its orthogonal compliment, where we assume that p > k and 
m 2 k + p. Let X be a random matrix on Vk,m. We present a matrix decom- 
position of X as the sum of mutually orthogonal singular value decomposi- 
tions (s.v.d.‘s) of the projections P, X and P,-LX. That is, V,,, is expressed 
as the topological product of three component Stiefel manifolds and k 
canonical correlation coefficients between the random subspace A(X) 
spanned by the columns of X and the subspace V. Based on this decom- 
position of X, we shall express the invariant measure (X’ dX) given by (1.1) 
On Vk,m as the product of the measures on these component subspaces. It 
is noted that James [lo] gave this expression of (xl dX) via an analytic 
approach but, in his method, the above-mentioned precise decomposition 
of X is implicit. We also consider the particular case when Yy- is A(r), with 
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r an m x p constant matrix in VP,,. These decompositions of a random 
matrix and the invariant measure on V,,, reduce to those in Watson 
[ 18-221, for k = 1. In Section 3, we derive some related distributions of 
those components in the matrix decompositions obtained in Section 2, for 
each of the uniform and some “typical” nonuniform population distribu- 
tions of the form f(P,-X)[dX] on V,,, . In Section 4, high dimensional 
limit theorems, as m + 00, on V,,, are presented. The results extend those 
of Watson [18, 193. We show the limiting normalities of some matrix 
statistics derived from the uniform distribution and the distributions of the 
general forms S( P, X)[dX] and f(m ‘/‘Pu X) [ dX] (the matrix generalized 
Langevin and Scheiddegger-Watson distributions) for suitable functions 
f( .). A characterization theorem of the matrix-variate standard normal dis- 
tribution and the results obtained in Section 2 are utilized in the derivation. 
Section 5 presents applications of the results of Section 4 in some testing 
problems. 
It is noted that we shall present asymptotic expansions, for large m, for 
distributions of (matrix) statistics on Vk,m in a separate paper, while this 
paper deals with limiting distributions. Large sample asymptotic theory on 
Stiefel manifolds may also be of importance and is discussed in the author’s 
paper (Chikuse [6]). 
2. MATRIX DECOMPOSITIONS ONTO 
ORTHOGONALLY COMPLEMENTARY SUBSPACES 
Let X be an m x k random matrix on V+, and let V be a fixed 
subspace of R” of dimension p and Y’ be its orthogonal compliment. 
We assume that 
pak and m>k+p. (2.1) 
X is expressed as 
x= p,-x+ P,,X, (2.2) 
where P, and PvI denote the orthogonal projection matrices onto V and 
^Y-‘, respectively. It is noted that X is of full rank k “almost everywhere” 
and, hence, that the subsequent discussion in this paper holds almost 
everywhere. Now, the m x k matrix P,X in Y has the s.v.d. 
p,-X= HTQ, (2.3) 
where the m x k matrix HE V such that H’H= Ik, Q E O(k), and 
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T=diag(t,, . . . . tk), ti > 0, i= 1, . . . . k. Since HE Y”, a subspace of dimension 
p, there exists an m x p constant matrix C1 in VP,, such that 
H= CIH,, (2.4) 
where H, E V,, p ; the relationship between H and H, is one-to-one. For 
uniqueness, we shall assume that the elements of the tirst row of H, are 
positive and that 0 < t, < ... < t,. We shall write rkk,* as the 2?th part of 
V,,, which consists of matrices with elements of the first row positive in 
V k,p; hence H, E vk,p. 
Next, since substituting (2.3) into (2.2) yields 
Zk = (XQ’)’ (XQ’) = T2 + [(Z’,.,X)Q’] [(P,J)Q’], 
we obtain 
(P,.J) Q’ = U(Z, - T2)1’2, with O<t,< ... <tk<l, (2.5) 
where the m x k matrix U E 11” such that U’U = Zk, and A’12 is defined as 
the unique square root of a positive definite matrix A. Since UE Vl, a 
subspace of dimension m-p, there exists an m x (m-p) constant matrix 
C2 in JL - p,m such that C; C, = 0 and 
u= C2Ul, (2.6) 
where U, E Vk,+,,. Combining (2.2k(2.6), we obtain 
X= C, H, TQ + C2 Ujl(Zk - T2)1’2 Q. (2.7) 
Based on the matrix decomposition (2.7), we shall decompose the 
invariant measure (A” dX) given by ( 1.1) on IJ’~.~. This problem was 
considered by James [lo] via an analytical approach. In his method, 
however, the precise decomposition (2.7) of a random matrix X on the 
Stiefel manifold is implicit. The matrix decomposition (2.7) (and the similar 
particular one given later on by (2.20)) is of importance in orientational 
statistical analysis and will be utilized in Sections 3 and 4. For k = 1, the 
matrix decomposition (2.7) (and (2.20)) reduces to that in Watson [18, 
Sect. 2; 19; 201 (and Watson [ 18, Sect. 3.4; 21; 221). These articles are 
concerned with various problems in distribution theory and inference in 
directional statistical analysis, utilizing those decompositions of a random 
vector and the invariant measure on the hypersphere. 
Here, before proving the decomposition of (xl dX), we may note the 
geometrical interpretation of (2.7) with the aid of James [lo, Sects. 5.3 
and 71. We rewrite (2.7) as 
X= GQ, (2.8) 
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where 
G = C,H, T+ C, U,(Z, - T*)l’*. (2.9) 
First, we need to define the Grassmann manifold Gk,, _ k. Gk,, _ k is a space 
consisting of k-planes, i.e., k-dimensional linear subspaces in R”. 
Equation (2.8) signifies that X in Vk,,, is determined uniquely by the 
specification of the k-plane, i.e., the “reference” matrix G in Gk.m-k and the 
orientation Q of G. The columns of C, and C2 (which are both implicit in 
James [ 101) may constitute the orthonormal bases of the subspaces Y and 
“Y-l, respectively. The 9;s where cos 8;= ti, i = 1, . . . . k, are the critical 
angles between the random subspace A(X) in Gk,m-k and the subspace Y 
in Gp,m--p, while the tis are called the canonical correlation coefficients. 
The rest of the proof for decomposing (X’ dX) is essentially the same as 
in Sections 5.3 and 7 of James [lo]. Hence, we shall only outline the proof 
with our notation, for this paper to be self-contained. Differentiating (2.8) 
leads to 
m-k k 
(x’dJJ= A A Xi+jdgi(Q’dQ) (James [ 10, (5.22)]), (2.10) 
j=l i-1 
where we put G= [g, . . . gk] and utilize the notation in (1.2), (Q’ dQ) is 
the invariant measure on O(k), and &‘=-r” r\f= 1 xi+ j dgi is the differential 
form for the invariant measure on Gk,, _ k which is now to be decomposed 
further. From (2.9), putting H, = [h, . . . hk] and U, = [ul . . . u,], we have 
gj = tiCl hi + (1 - tf)“* C,u,, i = 1, . . . . k, 
h:hj=ujuj=cr$, hjC;C,u,=O, i, j= 1, . . . . k. 
(2.11) 
Here, it may be noted that the ‘relations in (2.11) correspond to those in 
Eq. (7.2) of James [lo], with C,h,, C2ui, and ti replacing ai, pi, and 
cos ei, respectively, i = 1, . . . . k. Hence, the similar method leads to 
m-k k 
A A ‘b+j hi= (Hi dH,)(Ui dU,)(dT), (2.12) 
j=1 i=l 
where (Hi dH,) and (U; dU,) are the invariant measures on rk,P and 
V k,m _ P, respectively, and (dT) is the measure of tl, . . . . tk, 
(dT)= h [ty-“(1 - tf)(m-k-P-1)‘2] n: ( t ; -  t ; )  i dti. (2.13) 
i= 1 i-zj i=l 
Substituting (2.12) into (2.10) yields the decomposition of (X’ dX), 
(X’ dX) = (H; dH,)(U; dU,)(Q’ dQ)(dT). (2.14) 
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Distributions will be presented with respect to normalized measures in 
this paper, and hence we shall rewrite (2.14) with respect to the normalized 
measures. Since Syk p (Hi dH,)=2-kw(k, p), where w(k, m) is given by 
(1.3), the normalized invariant measure on pk,P is 
lIdHI = nw dff, Mk PI. 
Integrating both sides of (2.14) yields the volume of (dT), 
(2.15) 
t(m, k; p) = j (dT) = 2kw(k, m)/w(k, p)w(k, m - p)w(k, k), (2.16) 
and the “normalized” measure of tl, . . . . tk is denoted by 
CdT] = (dT)lt(m, k P). (2.17) 
Summarizing the above results establishes 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a random matrix on V,,,, and let *Y and *Y’ be 
a fixed subspace of R” of dimension p and its orthogonal compliment, respec- 
tively. We assume that p > k and m 2 k + p. Then, X has the following unique 
decomposition as the sum of mutually orthogonal s.v.d.‘s in -Y- and Y-l, 
X = C, H, TQ + Cz U,(I, - T*)l’* Q, (2.18) 
where C, and C2 are m x p and m x (m-p) constant matrices in V,,, and 
;z$ij, 
respectively, such that C;C2=0, H,E~~,~, Ul~Vk,m-p, 
and T= diag(t,, . . . . tk), 0 < tl < . .’ < tk < 1. The geometrical 
interpretation of (2.18) is given in the text. Based on the decomposition (2.18) 
of X, we can show that 
CdJfl = CdH, 1 Cdu,l CdQl CdTl, (2.19) 
where [dX], [dH,], [dU,], and [de] are the normalized invariant 
measures on V+, &r, V+-r, and O(k), respectively, and [dT] is the 
normalized measure defined by (2.17). 
A Particular Case: The Decomposition onto a Specified Orientation 
Let us consider the particular case when V is the subspace A(r), where 
r is an m x p constant matrix in V,,,. For this case, (2.4) may be replaced 
by 
H=IH:, (2.4)’ 
where H: E vk,p, and then the rest of the previous argument follows. We 
put * on the constant and random matrices appearing in the resulting 
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decomposition to distinguish from that for the general subspace Y. Thus, 
we establish 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X be a random matrix on V,,,, and let Z be an m x p 
constant matrix in V,,,. We assume that p > k and m 2 k + p. Then, X has 
the following unique decomposition as the sum of mutually orthogonal s.v.d.‘s 
in A?(Z) and A(Z’), 
X= ZH:T*Q* + CT U:(Z- T**)l’* Q*, (2.20) 
where C: is an m x (m - p) constant matrix in V,,- p,m such that Z’C,* = 0, 
H: E &,r,p, UT E Vk,m--p, Q* E O(k), and T* = diag(t:, . . . . tt), 0~ tf < . . . 
< tf < 1. The normalized invariant measure [dX] on Vk,,, is decomposed 
as in (2.19), with H:, U:, Q*, and T* replacing H,, U,, Q, and T, 
respectively. 
3. RELATED DISTRIBUTION THEORY 
In this section, we shall derive joint and marginal distributions of the 
component matrices {H,, U,, Q, and T} and (HF, UF, Q*, and F*} in 
the matrix decompositions (2.18) and (2.20), respectively, for each of some 
“typical” population distributions on Vk.,, . 
3.1. The Uniform Distribution 
When X has the uniform distribution [dX], (2.19) readily indicates the 
following result for the matrix decomposition (2.18): 
(i) H,, U1, Q, and T are mutually independent, 
(ii) H,, U,, and Q are uniformly distributed on rkk.P, 
Vk,m--p, and O(k), respectively, and (3-I) 
(iii) t,, . . . . tk has the joint distribution [dT] given by 
(2.17). 
The same result holds for the matrix decomposition (2.20), with H:, 
U:, Q*, and T* replacing H,, U,, Q, and T, respectively. 
3.2 The Distribution of the Form f (P, X)[dX] 
When the distribution of X depends on P, X only for a subspace V of 
R” of dimension p (p > k and m > k + p), that is, the distribution of X is 
of the form f(P.-X)[dX] for a suitable function f( .), (2.3), (2.4) and 
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(2.19) together leads to the following result for the matrix decomposition 
(2.18): 
(i) U, is independent of {H,, Q, r}, 
(ii) U1 is uniformly distributed on Vk,m--p, and (3.2) 
(iii) the joint distribution of Hi, Q, and t,, . . . . t, is 
AC, HI TQ)Cdff, 1 [@I cm. 
Two cases are considered in the following Subsections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 
3.2.1. f(P,.X) = c1 etr(F’P,-X) 
The matrix generalized Langevin distribution. The matrix generalized 
Langevin (g - L(m, k; p, Y”; F)) distribution may be defined by 
c, etr(F’P,-X)[dX], (3.3) 
where etr A = exp(tr A), F is an m x k constant matrix, and ci is the nor- 
malizing constant of the distribution which will be determined by (3.6) 
given later on. The distribution is a generalization of the matrix Langevin 
distribution which will be defined by (3.7). The joint distribution of H, , Q, 
and tI, . . . . tk is given by 
cl eW”G 4 TQW-4 1 EdQl WI. (3.4) 
Integrating out Q over O(k) gives the joint distribution of H, and t,, . . . . tk, 
c,,Fy)(k/2; H; C; FF’C1 H, T2/4)[dH,] [dT], 
and, furthermore, integrating out H, over rkk,P, we obtain the joint dis- 
tribution of tl, . . . . tk, 
~,,F:~;~‘(p/2; F’C,C;F/4, T*)[dT]. (3.5) 
Here, P,Fj,f(a,, . . . . aP,; b,, . . . . bp2; S) and P,Fz;“)(al, . . . . aP,; b,, . . . . bpZ; 
Si, S,) are the hypergeometric functions with an r x r symmetric matrix 
argument S and with rl x r, and r2 x rz symmetric matrix arguments S, 
and S,, respectively. They have series representations in terms of zonal 
polynomials, 
and 
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respectively, where I = (1r, . . . . I,), I, b . . . 2 I, > 0, C;= 1 li = 1, (a) 1 = 
ns:,(~-(i-1)/2),~, (a),=a(u+1)~~~(u+I-1) (qGmin(r,,r,), n> 
max(r,, Ye)), and C,(S) is the zonal polynomial which is a homogeneous 
symmetric polynomial of degree I in the latent roots of S. See James [ 111 
and Constantine [7] for a detailed discussion of zonal polynomials and 
hypergeometric functions with matrix arguments. 
Expanding the ,F, function in (3.5) in terms of zonal polynomials and 
then utilizing the identity (3.18) given later on, we obtain 
[dT] 
~(~1 =o 1 (3.6) 
The matrix Lungevin distribution. The matrix Langevin (or von Mises- 
Fisher) (L(m, k; F)) distribution is defined by 
CoF(:‘(m/2; F’F/4)]-‘etr(F’X)[dX], (3.7) 
where F is an m x k constant matrix (see, e.g., Downs [8] and Khatri and 
Mardia [14]). We assume that F is of full rank k (i.e., p = k) and write its 
s.v.d. as 
F = TAO’, (3.8) 
where r~ Vi,, and 0 E O(k) indicate “orientations,” extending the notion 
of directions for k = 1, and A = diag(l,, . . . . &), Aj > 0, gives “concentra- 
tions” in the k directions determined by f and 8. The L(m, k; F) distribu- 
tion is unimodal with the “modal orientation” M= Z%’ and “rotationally 
symmetric” around M (see Chikuse [3]). In view of F’X= F’P,X, where 
P,= fT’ is the projection matrix onto A(T), the joint distribution of 
t, 5 . . . . t, is (with C1 = r in (3.5)) 
CoFik’(m/2; A2/4)]-’ oFy:k’(k/2; A2/4, T2)[dT]. (3.9) 
3.2.2. f(P**Xx) = c2 etr[(P,-X)’ DP,*X] 
The matrix generalized Scheiddegger- Watson distribution. The matrix 
generalized Scheiddegger-Watson (g - S W(m, k; p, V; D)) distribution 
may be defined by 
c2 etr[(PyX)’ DP,-X][dX], (3.10) 
where D is an m x m symmetric constant matrix, and c2 is the normalizing 
constant of the distribution which will be determined by (3.13) given later 
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on. The distribution is a generalization of Watson [ 18, Sect. 3.4; 19, 
Eq. (33); 20, Sect. 51 for k = 1. It is readily seen that, replacing (iii) in (3.2), 
(iii)’ Q is uniformly distributed on O(k), independetly of (Hi, T}, 
and the joint distribution of H, and t,, . . . . tk is 
c2 etr(H; C; DC, H, T2)[dZZ,] [dT]. (3.11) 
Integrating out H, over Vk,p y ields the joint distribution of t,, . . . . t,, 
c2 ,FikiP’(C; DC,, T2)[dT]. (3.12) 
Similarly to the derivation of (3.6), we obtain 
-I- 
c2 - I oFfjk:p’(C; DC,, T’)[dT] o<r,< ... <Q<l 
> 
. (3.13) 
In particular, when D = d,Z,, with do a scalar, (iii)’ is furthermore 
simplified as 
(iii)” H,, Q, and T are mutually independent, H, and Q are 
uniformly distributed on rk, p and O(k), respectively, and the joint distribu- 
tion of t,, . . . . t, is 
[ 1 Fik’(k/2; m/2; d,Z,)] -’ etr(doT2)[dT]. 
The matrix Bingham distribution. The matrix Bingham (B(m, k; B)) dis- 
tribution is defined by 
[,Fy’(k/2;m/4; B)]-‘etr(X’BX)[dX], (3.14) 
where B is an m x m symmetric constant matrix of rank p, with a restric- 
tion, e.g., tr B = 0 (see e.g., Bingham [ 1 ] for k = 1, Jupp and Mardia [ 131, 
and Prentice [17]). We assume that p 2 k and m 2 k+ p and write the 
s.v.d. of B as 
B = TAT’, (3.15) 
where ZE VP,,, and A is a p x p diagonal matrix. In view of X’BX= 
(P,X)’ BP,X, the joint distribution of t,, . . . . tk is (with C, = Z in (3.11)) 
[ 1Fy’(k/2; m/2; A)]-’ oF~;p)(A, T’)[dT]. (3.16) 
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It is noted that, since 
comparing each term of C,(d) in the series expansions of both sides of 
(3.17) in terms of zonal polynomials yields 
I o<t,< ... <tk<l (3.18) 
4. HIGH DIMENSIONAL LIMIT THEOREMS 
In this section, we shall investigate limiting behaviors, as m -+ co, of 
some matrix statistics derived from the uniform and some nonuniform 
population distributions on V,,, . 
First, we define the matrix-variate normal distributions which will be 
needed for the discussion in this section. The m x k rectangular matrix- 
variate normal N,,(M, C, @C,) distribution of an m x k (rectangular) 
random matrix Z is defined by 
(27rekmi2 ICI1 pki2 (E,I -m/2 etr[ -X;‘(Z- M) C;‘(Z- M)‘/2](dZ), 
where A4 is an m x k constant matrix, C, and L’, are respectively m x m and 
k x k positive definite constant matrices, and the measure (dZ) is defined by 
(dZ)= i i;\ dz,, with Z = (zV). (4.1) 
j-1 i=l 
The k x k symmetric matrix-variate normal &&(M, L) distribution of a 
k x k (symmetric) random matrix Y is defined by 
2W- ‘“4(2n) - k(k+1)/4 IZI --(k+‘)‘2 etr( - [C-‘( Y- M)12/2}(dY), 
where M and E are k x k symmetric and k x k positive definite constant 
matrices, respectively, and the measure (dY) is defined by 
(dY)= r\;dy,, with Y = ( yU). 
i<j 
The Nkk(o, L) distribution is defined as the limit (for large n) of the 
Wishart W,(n, L) distribution (e.g., James [ 121). A more detailed discus- 
sion of the matrix-variate normal distributions may be found in Chikuse 
CT 51. 
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The following lemma will be frequently utilized in this section. 
LEMMA 4.1 (A characterization of the Nmk(O, 1, @ Ik) distribution). Let 
Z be an m x k random matrix, and let us write its unique s.v.d. as 
Z= H,TQ, (4.2) 
where HI~v+, QEO(k), and T=diag(ti,...,t,), O<t,< ...<tk. Z has 
the N,,JO, I,,, Q Ik) distribution, if and only tf the fohowing conditions hold 
(i) H,, Q, and Tare mutually independent, 
(ii) H, and Q are untformly distributed on vkk,,, and 
O(k), respectively, and (4.3) 
(iii) the joint distribution oft,, . . . . t, is 
x fi ty-k n: (t; - t;) i\ dt,. 
i=l i-zj i=l 
(4.4) 
Proof: It is straightforward from the decomposition of the measure 
(dZ) given by (4.1) (see e.g., James [lo, Eq. (8.8)]), 
(dZ) = fi tm-’ n: (t,; - t;)(H; dH,)(Q’ dQ) i\ dti. 
i= 1 i<j i= 1 
(4.5) 
It is noted that this characterization of the N,,(O, Z, 0 1,) distribution is 
an alternative presentation of the well-known theorem (e.g., James [lo, 
Sect. 81 and also Chikuse [4, Theorem 2.31) via the uniformity and 
Wishartness of HIQ and Q’T’Q, respectively, in the notation of (4.2). 
4.1. The Untform Distribution 
Let X be uniformly distributed on V,,,. The following theorem has been 
shown by Watson [ 191 via the characterization (e.g., James [lo, Sect. 81) 
of the N,,(O, Z, 0 1,) distribution. Here, the theorem is presented in such 
a way that the limiting distribution does not depend on m. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Watson [19]). For an arbitrary m x p (m 2 p) constant 
matrix rE V,,,, the p x k matrix m l/‘r’X is N,,(O, Z,Q I,) in the limit as 
m-,03.‘ 
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The following corollary is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the condition of Theorem 4.1, mX’Z7X and 
mT’XX’Z (m & k) are distributed as the Wishart W,(p, Z,) and W,(k, Z,) 
according as p 2 k and p < k, respectively, in the limit as m + 00. Also, 
letting X be decomposed as in (2.20) (assuming p 3 k) and, hence, m”2F’X= 
m’12H:T*Q*, we obtain the limiting result (i), (ii), and (iii) in Lemma 4.1, 
with H:, Q*, and m’l’T* replacing H, , Q, and T, respectively. 
EXAMPLE. As an example, we take Z = (Hb ! 0)‘, where H, is any matrix 
in O(p) (including H, = I,), and partition X as X= (Xi i X2)’ according 
to Z’. Then, the elements of m1/2r’X= m”2HLX1 (including m”2X,) are 
mutually independent N(0, 1) in the limit as m + co. 
Let X,, . . . . X, be a random sample of size n from the uniform distribu- 
tion on V,,,. Watson [19] proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Watson [ 191). The k x k matrices m’/‘XiX,, 1~ j < 
I < n, are mutually independent and N&O, Ik @ Zk) in the limit as m --, 00. 
Theorem 4.2 readily leads to the following corollary with symmetrized 
matrices, since the characteristic function of the rn”‘(Xj X, + X; Xi), 
l<j<Z<n, is, for k x k symmetric matrices A,, 1 < j -K I < n, 
E{etr[imlJ2 xjtr ; Aj,(XjX,+ X;X,)]} = E[etr(2im112 xii,; Aj,X,lX,)], 
which approaches etr( - 2 xi,, ; As) as m --) 00. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The k x k symmetric matrices rn1j2(X,! X, + Xi Xj), 
1 < j < 1~ n, are mutually independent and Nkk(O, 21,) in the limit as m + co. 
4.2. The Distribution of the Form f(P,* X)[dX] 
Let Y be a subspace of R” of dimension p 0, > k and m > k + p). 
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 are concerned with the distributions which depend on 
P, X only. Watson [19] considered the problem for k = 1, and we shall 
extend his results for general k 2 1. The multivariate techniques obtained in 
Section 2 are very useful for the derivation, and we follow the notation in 
Section 2. We have the distribution of X, 
f(f’,JXdXI =f(C,H, TQ)CdH1lCdU,lCdQlCdTI, (4.6) 
for a suitable function f( .) which is assumed to be continuous at the 
origin 0. 
THEOREM 4.3. rn’/‘C; P, X ( = m’12H, TQ) is N,,(O, Z, 0 Zk) in the limit 
as m+oo; hence, m’j2P,- X is degenerate m x k matrix-variate 
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N&O, C,C’, 0 Ik) in the limit as m + co. Consequently, we obtain the 
limiting result (i), (ii), and (iii) in Lemma4.1 with m’12T replacing T, and 
m(P,-X)’ C,C; P,X has the limiting W,(p, Ik) distribution. 
Proof Setting si = m”*ti, i = 1, . . . . k, [dT] given by (2.17) is trans- 
formed to 
[dS] = [t(m, k; p)mkr/2]-1 fi [sTdk(l -s~/m)(“-k-P-‘)‘2] 
i= 1 
x nf (s,%s;) i dsi, (4.7) 
icj- i=l 
where S = diag(s,, . . . . Sk), 0 < s1 < ‘. . <Sk c m112. Integrating out U, over 
I/k,m-p and then letting m + cc in the right-hand side of (4.6) with [dS] 
replacing [dT], we have the limiting joint distribution of Hi, Q and 
sI, . . . . sk, 
{)T~ Cth k P) m W]-l)f(o) fi [sq-ke-&*] 
i= 1 
x l-I; (+sf)[dHJ[dQ] i dsi. (4.8) 
i-zj i=l 
In view of Lemma 4.1, (4.8) implies the desired limiting normality of 
H,SQ=m’12C’,P,-X. 
EXAMPLE. The matrix Langevin L(m, k; F) distribution has been 
defined by (3.7) with the s.v.d. (3.8) of the parameter matrix F. Let X be 
decomposed as in (2.20) of Lemma 2.2 with r in (3.8). Then, m”‘T’X 
( = m1’2r’PrX) is Nkk(O, I,@I,) in the limit as m --+ co, the statement of 
which depends only on the orientation r. Hence, mX’TT’X ( =mX’P,X) 
and mT’XX’T are W,(k, Zk) in the limit as m + co; note that we have 
m 2 p (=k in this case) from our condition m>p>kal, m>,k+p. The 
matrix Bingham B(m, k; B) distribution has been defined by (3.14) with the 
s.v.d. (3.15) of the parameter matrix B. Similarly, m1/2r’X, with r in (3.15), 
is N,,(O, I, @ Zk) and, hence, mX’rr’X is wk(p, I,), in the limit as m --t 00. 
4.3. The Distribution of the Form f(m”2Py-X)[dX] 
When we investigate high dimensional behaviors for the distribution 
depending on PvX, with a subspace V of R” of dimension p (p 2 k and 
m 2 k+ p), it would be natural to let the distribution be of the form 
f(m”*P+~X)[dX]; otherwise, the distribution seems, by the previous 
discussion, to become flat as m -+ co. Two cases are considered in the 
following Subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. 
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4.3.1. f(m1/2P,-X) = [,,Fy’(m/2; mF’C, C; F/4)] -’ etr(m1/2F’P,X) 
The g - L(m, k; p, Y; m’12F) distribution. The g-Langevin distribution 
has been considered in Subsection 3.2.1. 
THEOREM 4.4. m112C; P,-X ( = m1’2H, TQ) is Npk(C; F, Z,QZ,) in the 
limit as m + co. Consequently, m(PyX)’ Cl C; P,-X has the limiting non- 
central Wishart W,(p, Zk; F’CI C; F) distribution. 
Proo$ Similarly as in Theorem 4.3, we obtain the limiting joint dis- 
tribution, as m + co, of H,, Q, and si, . . . . sk, with si= ml”tj, i= 1, . . . . k, 
{;F~ Ct(w k PI m kp’2]-1} etr[ - (H,SQ- C;F)(H,SQ- C;F)‘/2] 
x fi sp-” n; (s,‘-sf)[dH,][dQ] i\ dsi, (4.9) 
i=l i-cj i=l 
where we utilized lim m _ co oFik’(m/2; mF’C, C’; F/4) = etr(F’C, C; F/2). In 
view of (4.5), (4.9) implies the desired limiting normality of HIS& = 
m’J2C’ P -X 1 1 . 
EXAMPLE. We consider the matrix Langevin L(m, k; m112F) distribution, 
with the s.v.d. (3.8) of F; hence the concentrations increase in the 
order of m112 as m becomes large. Then, m112r’X, with Z in (3.8), is 
Nkk(A@‘, ZkQ Zk) and, hence, mX’Z7’X and mr’xxtr are noncentral 
W,(k, Zk; @A’&) and W,(k, Zk; A2), respectively, in the limit as m + co. 
4.3.2. f(m”*P,-X) = [i Fr’(k/2; m/2; mC;DC,)]-’ etr[m(P,X)’ DP,,X] 
The g - S W(m, k; p, “Y; mD) distribution. The g - SW distribution has 
been considered in Subsection 3.2.2. We assume that Z, - 2C;DCI is 
positive definite. 
THEOREM 4.5. ml”Cl P, X ( = m112H, TQ) is N,,(O, (Z, - 2C; DCI)-’ 
QZ,) in the limit as m + co. Consequently, m(P,X)’ C,(Z,,-2C; DC,) 
C; P,-X has the limiting Wk(p, Zk) distribution. 
ProoJ: Similarly as before, we obtain the limiting joint distribution, as 
m -+ co, of H,, Q, and si, . . . . sk, with si= m112ti, i= 1, . . . . k, 
{JFm Cth k; P) m kp’2]-1} IZp-2C; DC,[k12 
x etr[ - (Z, - C; DC,) H, SQ(H, SQ)‘/Z] 
x fi ST-~ n; (s;-s;)[dHJ[dQ] i dsi, 
i=l i-zj 1=1 
(4.10) 
683/36/2-2 
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where we utilized lim, _ a r Fik’(k/2; m/2; mCl DC1) = IZ, - 2C; DC11 -k/2. 
In view of (4.5), (4.10) implies the desired limiting normality of 
H, SQ = m’12C; P,. X. 
EXAMPLE. We consider the matrix Bingham B(m, k; mB) distribution, 
where B has the s.v.d. (3.15) and we assume that ZP - 24 is positive definite. 
Then, m”‘T’X, with Z in (3.15), is N,k(O, (I,-2A)-‘@I,) and, hence, 
mX’r(Z,, - 24) Z’X is W,(p, Zk), in the limit as m + CO. 
5. APPLICATIONS OF HIGH DIMENSIONAL LIMIT THEOREMS 
IN INFERENTIAL PROBLEMS 
5.1. Testing the Uniformity on vk,, 
Let Xi, . . . . A’, be a random sample from the uniform distribution on vk,,. 
Now, we consider the “unique” (polar) decomposition of S = xi”= I Xj, 
S= H,T!j=, with H, = S(S’S) ~ ‘I2 and T, = S’S. (5.1) 
It is known (see, e.g., Downs [S] and Chikuse [4]) that H, is also 
uniformly distributed on Vk,m. Therefore, utilizing Theorem 4.1, for an 
arbitrary m x p (m 2 p) constant matrix ZE VP,,, m’/*r’H, is N$(O, Z, 0 Zk) 
and, hence, mH$rrH, and mr’H,H$r (=mr’S(S’S)-’ S’r) are 
W,(p, Zk) and W,(k, Z,) according as p> k and p < k (m 2 k), respec- 
tively, in the limit as m + CO. 
Next, we consider 
U=S’S=nZk+ 1: (X;X,+X;X,). (5.2) 
j<l 
Utilizing Theorem 4.2, m1j2( U- nl,) is the sum of n(n - 1)/2 independent 
Nkk(O, 21,) matrices and, hence, is normal Nkk(O, [n(n - l)]“’ Zk) in the 
limit as m + 00. 
Various test statistics may be constructed based on these matrix statistics 
and their limiting properties are useful for testing the uniformity on Vk,,, 
for large m. Some examples are given. The statistics ml’* tr(A’r’H,)/ 
[tr(A’A)]“2, for a suitable p x k constant matrix A, and m tr(rr’H,H$) 
approach to N(0, 1) and xik, respectively, as m + co. Other suitable func- 
tions of latent roots of mZ’r’H& may also be suggested. For a suitable 
k x k symmetric constant matrix A, rn112 tr[A( U- nZ,)]/[n(n - 1) tr A2]1’2 
approaches to N(0, 1) as m -+ co; e.g., take m1’2(tr U- kn)/[kn(n - 1)-J”*, 
for A=Z,. 
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5.2. Testing the L(m, k; F) Distribution 
Let X,, . . . . X, be a random sample from the L(m, k; F) distribution. We 
consider the polar decomposition of S = CJ’= I Xj as given in (5.1). It is 
known (Downs [8]) that the distribution of H, given T, is L(m, k; FTY’). 
Let Fs A,@‘, be the s.v.d. of FT, . I” Therefore, utilizing Theorem 4.3 (or 
more precisely, its following example), rn”‘T$Hk is N,, (0, Z,@Z,) and, 
hence, rnH~T,T~H, and mT;H,H$T, are W,(k, Zk), when T, is given, 
in the limit as m -+ 00 (for m 2 2k). These matrix statistics and their 
limiting properties may thus be useful in testing the L(m, k; F) distribution 
for large m. 
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